
THE PIXAR DETECTIVE

CHAPTER 24 
Anyone Can’t Cook 

 Anyone can cook! That is what the sous chef always told     
Auguste. Anyone can’t cook, Auguste would think to himself. Myself 
included. He was only six years in life, but Auguste Linguini already 
had one goal in mind for his role at La Ratatouille. To become head 
chef. He never understood why he couldn’t meet the current chef. In 
truth, he didn’t even know the chef’s name, despite his father and 
mother owning and operating the bistro. 

 It was cloudy and the air had a slight bit to it the day Auguste     
was dropped off at the doors of his father’s restaurant. He’d worked 
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there for a year already as a cashier for the cafe. Kettle had taught him 
the basics of money exchange, and writing down the orders had been 
easy enough for Auguste since the start. But every day, the young 
dreamer would dream of the day he could go into the kitchen and 
become a true chef.  

 “Kettle,” he announced as he walked inside to start his shift, “can     
I please start my training in the kitchen, today?” He asked this every 
day. 

 “Not until you’re 13, little chef,” Kettle said as always. “I need you     
wiping the counters and cleaning the espresso machine once every two 
hours. Can you do that for me, little chef?”  

 “Yes,” he said begrudgingly. This day was the last his father and     
mother would still be on their holiday. It was his last chance to 
convince Kettle to let him do something against their wishes.  

 I don’t understand why they can’t even let me wash the dishes.     
He had never gotten a good look at the kitchen before, as it was strictly 
forbidden for him or anyone else to lay eyes upon it. When he had 
asked his father why, he only responded, La Ratatouille has the best 
food in all of France. Maybe even the world! We have to keep what 
we do a secret. That answer had been enough for Auguste once.  

 Every surface of the bistro was clean and polished by the time the     
sous chef emerged from the kitchen work, presumably to announce 
that prep had been finished. “We’re going to have a long day, 
everyone!” he yelled cheerfully. “When Alfredo and Colette return 
tomorrow, I want them blinded by the mere sheen of those cups you’re 
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wiping, Auguste.” Upon hearing this, Auguste nearly dropped the cup 
out of embarrassment. 

 Thankfully, the lunch crowd was somewhat smaller that day.     
Auguste only saw the line go past the tables once, and even then, he 
was able to get every customer through his register in about four 
minutes. He prided himself on averaging the amount of time he could 
process an order to move a line to the side, though Kettle was quite 
faster. As the rush came to a close, Auguste spotted a small group 
entering all at once. 

 The first one he noticed was a boy with the face of a man. His     
face looks older than my pa’s, he observed. Though it was clear the 
boy was no man yet. He wore a dark grey trench coat and had a purple 
animal sitting on his shoulder. Auguste had never seen an animal 
quite like it. The boy had the top of his face covered by a bowler hat, 
but Auguste could still see his face quite clearly. Behind him, a girl 
with red hair and what appeared to be a tattoo sleeve followed him like 
a bodyguard. She was the most beautiful girl Auguste had ever seen. 
The man behind her was noticeably uncomfortable, as if he didn’t 
want to be there. Yet Auguste recognized the man immediately, even if 
he couldn’t put a memory to his face. He wore a green shirt with 
matching shorts, along with a cap that housed his thick, black hair, 
along with most of his eyes. He was taller and much more physically 
intimidating than the rest of the group, especially compared to the boy 
pacing around behind him. This one was blonde and wore clothes that 
didn’t seem to fit him.  
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 The customers stood by the door for a moment, as if they were     
studying the architecture. Auguste meandered near them to listen in 
on their quiet conversation. 

 “This is a hidden wonder?” the boy said to the man in the green     
shirt. 

 “That’s right,” he replied. “The food here is considered to be     
‘unnaturally good.’ Some people think it’s being prepared by someone 
with supernatural abilities.”  

 “Ridiculous,” the blonde one scoffed. “It’s just food. Besides, I     
heard French food is as bad as I’ve always guessed it to be.”  

 That didn’t amuse the green-shirted man. “Mary wanted a dish     
from here. I don’t know why.” 

 “Let me guess,” the boy in the trench coat started. “It was     
ratatouille.”  
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 The man nodded as the boy was greeted by Natalie, the hostess.     
“I would just like a meal to go,” he said. “Ratatouille, if it’s all the 
same.”  

 She said, “Of course, monsieur. Anything for the rest of your     
party?” He shook his head. 

 What do these people really want? Auguste didn’t have a guess     
that seemed right. He turned to see Kettle waving him over. 

 “Now’s not the time to sweep, little chef. I need you roasting a     
fresh pot!”  

 Auguste obeyed, but with the corner of his eye still focused in on     
the customers being seated. He wondered how long it would take for 
them to get their takeout order. 

 “Kettle,” he said a few minutes later, “do you know what a hidden     
wonder is?” 

 He didn’t react immediately to the question, as he was busy     
picking at a dry splotch on the counter. “What? No. There are just 
wonders of the world. Eight of them, I think.” 

 That made sense to Auguste. They’re tourists, then. This must be     
some tacky term they found for our bistro online.  Still, something 
didn’t seem quite right. It bothered Auguste to see a group of people 
who didn’t seem to really like each other conspiring together. A few 
minutes later, he closed the register, grabbed a broom, and made his 
way over to their table to sweep undetected.  

 The girl was the first voice he could make out words from. “What     
will we do with it, then?” 
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 “I want to examine it,” the boy with the coat replied slowly.     
“There must be a reason why Mary wanted it so badly. Along with the 
rest of the seemingly useless things she got from Kevin.” 

 The blonde one raised his eyebrows. “She was building her own     
door, right? Didn’t she want to travel in time without Alec knowing?” 

 “I’m not so sure. I think we’re skipping ahead. Why do you think     
Mary wanted to go somewhere at all? We have to figure out the 
purpose behind all of this.” 

 “It’s simple,” the blonde one shot back, “she wants to be able to     
travel in time. Who wouldn’t want that?” 

 “Not Mary. She never talked about time periods she’d like to     
visit. Only places. I’m not convinced she cared much about magic.” 

 The girl looked up. “She needed magic to do something for her.”     
 The boy nodded. “We know she went to the monster world     

multiple times. She was searching for something there. What if she 
needed something to find what she was looking for, so she’d know 
exactly where to go?”  

 They turned their faces to Auguste as they heard a glass hit the     
floor and shatter. He had accidentally bumped into a table. 

 The girl’s face darkened. “He’s listening in on our conversation!”     
 Suddenly, the man with the green shirt erupted from his seat and     

grabbed Auguste by the collar. “Big mistake, kid,” he threatened. 
 Kettle ran across the restaurant and yelled at Kevin furiously.     

“PUT THE BOY DOWN, OR I’LL PUT YOU DOWN!” he ordered. But 
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the man didn’t react. In seconds, Kettle was almost at the man’s feet, 
ready to tackle him and take Auguste out of his hands.  

 The man dropped Auguste and lunged at Kettle. His force sent     
Kettle off his feet and into a table.  

 Kettle! Auguste felt helpless as he watched his friend crash into     
the table full of plates, glasses, and silverware.  

 The boy with the trench coat was already on his feet. “Kevin, stop     
it already!” 

 But he didn’t. Instead, Kevin stepped toward Kettle, prepared to     
kick him on the ground. In his hand, he gripped a tennis ball. As he 
walked over there, Auguste sprinted at his feet, meaning to knock him 
off balance. His leg was like a rock, though, and Auguste fell 
backwards instead. Noticing this, Kevin turned and grunted. It was 
unclear what he would have done if the girl and not stepped in front of 
Auguste and spread her arms. 

 “Don’t you dare harm this child,” she growled with her teeth     
showing.  

 A woman walked to the table with a bag in her hand. It was     
Natalie. “I have your…um…ratatouille.”  

 This seemed to surprise the boy with the trench coat. He stared     
at her for a moment and then approached her as she stood with the 
bag of food in her hand.  

 “Kevin, guard the door. No one gets in or out.”      

••• 
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 The lights of the patrol cars haunted the windows of La     
Ratatouille. Hour after hour, Wallaby would peek through the now 
closed blinds that allowed him to see the legion of police stationed 
around the bistro. They were ready to rush in at any moment.  

 But Stevin would not share his plans for escape.      
 “There almost seems to be more of them,” he casually said to     

Stevin, hoping that would spur some sort of discussion. Instead, his 
friend was silent. Wallaby scratched his head. How much more time 
does Stevin need with a plate of ratatouille? He had asked the girl, 
Natalie, many strange questions Wallaby could not understand. All the 
while, Sadie and Kevin guarded the door as a show of force. There had 
only been a handful of customers in the dining room, and Stevin 
decided to let them leave early on. That cost them, as police were 
quickly alerted in case they hadn’t been during the commotion. Per 
Stevin’s orders, the barista, Kettle, and the sous chef, Jacque, had been 
tied up and positioned behind the cafe counter. The boy, Auguste was 
only lightly constrained. Watching him was Wallaby’s job. How hard 
can it be to watch a kid?  

 A sound from the roof almost made him jump. But it was merely     
Mr. Sumner, descending from his lookout spot. “Another car, mates. 
Are we quite done, here?”  

 If we are, how do you propose we get out? Wallaby was too     
tired, mentally, to say this.  
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 “Soon,” said Stevin, surprisingly. Wallaby had never hated him     
more than in that moment. Stevin was sitting across from Natalie at 
the same table they had been at earlier. She sat there with her arms 
crossed, her face less stubborn than before, but still scowling.  

 “Well,” Stevin started, “I suppose we don’t have a lot of time.     
Natalie, I just need to know one thing, and we’re done here.” That 
wasn’t the first time Stevin had told her that. 

 “What?” she snapped back, as if she was threatening instead of     
asking a question. 

 “I need to know where you really got that scarf. I know you were     
lying before.”  

 Her face changed from a scowl to genuine bewilderment. “I told     
you. I found it years ago.” 

 “No one gave it to you?”     
 “No.”     
 Stevin stood up. “She’s telling the truth. I suppose that means we     

can go.” 
 The anger in Wallaby’s lungs exhaled sharply as he shot up from     

his chair. “That’s it?! What’s going on Stevin? Do you think Mary gave 
her that scarf or something? If so, that’s pretty irrelevant!” 

 His old friend looked at him and turned his head again. It was a     
somber look. “No. But we’re in big trouble. Sadie, get us out of here.” 

 “Finally,” she responded, clenching her fists. As the doors     
opened, so did her palms. They were now the size of a gorilla’s. The 
police warned her, but she didn’t even stop to disregard it. They 
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opened fire on her, but as her fists hit the ground as if to stomp them, 
she rolled into the air and well over their fire. She now had the full 
form of a gorilla, which appeared to be useful when she crashed into 
the patrol car sitting in front of her. The collision caused a ripple in the 
air that caught most of the policemen around it off their feet and on 
their backs. Stevin touched Wallaby’s shoulder as he watched it all 
happen.  

 “Time to go.”      
 As Stevin said this, Sumner flew onto his shoulder. They walked     

past Wallaby and into the street. Kevin rushed forward and pressed a 
button on his remote, uncloaking the dirigible they had placed neatly 
above the fountain. Three police drew their guns on him, making him 
pause.  

 “I never liked guns,” he said so low, Wallaby wondered if he was     
talking to himself. His knees buckled, causing him to fall to the ground 
too quickly for the police to adjust their aim. As he fell, his hands 
reached into his pockets and came out with tennis balls. What could 
he possibly do with tennis balls? Wallaby wondered. Kevin swiftly 
tossed them into the midst of the policemen and watched the balls 
crack open to release smoke. The men fell quickly as they breathed it 
in. 

 Oh. “Where’d you get those?” Wallaby had to yell.      
 Kevin turned to respond. “They belonged to an old friend.”      
 Across from them, Sadie was breaking several pistols in half as     

the now unarmed police watched in horror. They ran off to avoid the 
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same fate, but one man stayed and walked over to her, seemingly 
unafraid.  

 He raised his fists. “I’m not afraid of a girl who thinks she’s a     
gorilla. And I’ll die before you see me run away.” 

 She stepped closer to him. “Your death won’t be necessary.” As     
she raised her fist to unleash it upon him, it suddenly felt cold. Sadie 
looked to see something had shot her hand and turned it to ice. She 
raised her eyes to see a familiar man with his hand raised to her.  

 “Robert Best,” she hissed. Sadie shattered the ice with her other     
hand and pushed the policeman aside.  

 Wallaby recognized him from before. Robert had dark skin,     
expensive-looking sunglasses, and two strange gloves steaming from 
his hands. What did he just do with those gloves?  

 He watched Sadie charge at him, but she stopped suddenly when     
something burst from beneath her. Another man emerged from the 
hole in some kind of drilling machine and caused the ground to quake 
Sadie off her feet. The man had goggles and big, thick teeth hanging 
over his mouth. Sadie growled and tried to attack him, but several 
officers shot a few rounds that just barely missed her. She turned into 
a bird and tried to fly to higher location. As she flew higher, she 
spotted a strange ball shooting up in the air, just 10 feet away. She 
looked at it closely as it shattered into orange flame. The explosion 
sent her crashing through the air and onto the ground. 

 Now human again,  Sadie got up and faced her attackers. Robert     
was joined by this strange man in the drilling machine, along with a 
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woman wearing a beret and juggling explosives. Stevin rushed to 
Sadie’s side and helped her up. 

 “Are you alright?” he asked, not looking away from Robert and     
his men. 

 Sadie shook her head. Out of the corner of his eye, Wallaby could     
see Kevin trying to make a break for the dirigible. That coward! He’s 
trying to ditch us again! Wallaby started to chase him, but someone 
else stopped the traitor for him. From out of nowhere, a fist attached 
to an unnaturally long, metallic arm made contact with Kevin’s face 
and brought him down. It belonged to another man wearing a dark 
suit. He had no ears, a blank face, and an arm made out of a strange, 
matte gray metal that coiled back into his socket.  

 Robert chuckled. “Going so soon, poacher? Lucky we got here     
just in time.” 

 As he said this, Sadie clenched her fist again, but Stevin stopped     
her and faced down Robert. “You’re from Pixar University, right?”  

 Robert nodded. “Funny. Funny that you know that.”     
 Stevin walked closer to them. “We’re not enemies, Mr.—”     
 “Best. Robert Best.”     
 Wallaby gulped. Suddenly, the gloves made perfect sense. That     

man must be related to Lucius Best. Those gloves give him the powers 
of Frozone. The idea seemed crazy at first. Frozone, and his identity, 
were common knowledge for anyone who read The Incredibles comic 
books. But Wallaby quickly remembered the Hexagon, and how “real” 
the supers had been after all. Unless this Robert Best was merely 
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impersonating a fictional character, they were dealing with one of the 
most dangerous men in the world. 

 Not that any of that would deter Stevin. He continued his     
conversation with Robert. “We’ve worked with Pixar University before. 
Do you know Cara, the daughter of Violet? Or Logan Parr, the 
daughter of Dash? I know them personally.” 

 The man looked confused. “Those two have been missing for over     
10 years. What would you know about them?” 

 In that moment, Wallaby’s heart sank. We left Cara and Logan     
in the future, on Gnome. If they never came back to their own time…
His eyes welled up.  

 “It’s besides the point, Stevin Parker. I know you’re behind the     
disappearance of Alec Azam. It’s also quite clear you’re aiding the 
poacher for unknown reasons. Even if those reasons are innocent, they 
don’t wash over your actions. Surrender into our custody, and we’ll 
hash this out. But if you resist, we will have no choice but to exhibit 
extreme force.”  

 Every word from Robert’s mouth felt like a foot stomping on     
Wallaby’s neck. He watched Stevin carefully, wishing he could predict 
what his reckless friend would do next. 

 “If you know who we are, then you know we don’t want trouble,     
Robert Best. But I’m looking for someone, and I don’t have time to let 
you get in my way. You don’t either.” 

 Robert sight and touched his glasses. He lowered them and     
wiped a spec on the right lens. “What a shame. I doubt even your 
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father will be able to get you out of this mess, Mr. Parker. Actually, 
knowing him, he’d cause more of it.” Robert abruptly shot a blast from 
his glove at Stevin, but the detective ducked and let it hit the street 
sign behind him. Sadie leapt from the ground as a serpent and 
disappeared from Wallaby’s sight. 

 The battle is beginning, he trembled. Is there anything I can do?     
Wallaby looked to the metal man whom Kevin had engaged suddenly. 
It didn’t seem like the apparent poacher had caught the man by 
surprise, though. In moments, he was struck yet again by the man’s 
metallic hand, as it was attached to an almost elastic arm that spun 
around him. Kevin was now in the man’s grasp, but his face was not 
panicking. Wallaby could see his hands reaching into his pockets 
again, this time coming out with a pocket knife. It was brown and 
larger than any other utility knife Wallaby had seen before. From its 
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side, a blade emerged, and Kevin plunged it into the metal man’s 
arms. It crackled with electricity, causing the arm to emit sparks that 
made its grip loosen. Kevin dropped from the man’s arm and ran 
toward him yet again. 

 To his side, Wallaby could see that Sadie was slithering over and     
above the patrol cars as the juggler with bombs was unleashing her 
arsenal. These explosions were smaller and more like concussion 
blasts, likely to prevent a chain explosion that would kill all of them. 
As she did this, the driller emerged from a hole in front of Stevin. He 
leapt out of his seat and shouted, “THE NAME’S BADGER, AND I’VE 
GOT THE HOLE DAY!” as he grasped a remote controlling another 
machine flying in the air. It was circular and covered in spikes. He sent 
it straight for Stevin, as if to kill him. 

 But Stevin didn’t flinch. He tipped his hat and jumped to the     
side, missing the spiked machine. He then removed his bowler had 
and flung it like a disc at Badger. It was clear to Wallaby that Stevin 
had since upgraded his hat, because it hit Badger with enough force to 
knock him off his own machine. The controller fell to the ground, right 
in front of Stevin.  

 “Sumner, can you have some fun with this?”      
 “Right, then! Time to make those buggers pay for getting dirt in     

my eye.” Sumner grabbed the controller and pushed a few knobs. The 
disc was again in the air and headed toward the juggler. It swiped the 
ground in front of her and sent a tremendous amount of debris created 
by the spikes directly into her face.  
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 Stevin picked up his bowler hat and looked down at Badger. “You     
may want to stay down.” As he placed the hat on, he spotted a blast 
coming from Robert’s hands. Instinctually, he lifted the oracle from 
his pocket, but he wasn’t fast enough. The blast hit his shoulder and 
encased it with ice.  

 “I told you to make this a simple thing, but you had to get all     
vigilante on me, Parker.” Robert sighed. “From what I hear, your 
grandfather was just as difficult to deal with. It’s no wonder they 
kicked him out.” He shot another blast at Stevin, but Wallaby tackled 
Robert right as he shot the ice, causing him to barely miss. 

 “Wallaby!” Stevin screamed.      
 But Wallaby had no time to think. He had snuck up on Robert as     

sent him to the ground. The surprise didn’t last long. Robert quickly 
kicked Wallaby off of him and shot him with his gloves. 

 His body was now completely encased in ice, but Wallaby could     
still see and hear everything around him. It did little to comfort the 
cold pain that touched every part of him. I need to get out of here 
before I die of…cold! The only advantage was that his immobility 
prevented him from panicking. 

 From the corner of his eye, he could see Stevin limping toward     
him and Robert, his shoulder still hurting from the cold blast.  

 “I wouldn’t push it,” Robert said as he sent another blast at     
Stevin. But this time, Stevin raised his shoulder to it, effectively 
shielding himself. “Ah, clever. Maybe I should send,” Robert raised his 
other hand, “MORE.” 
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 Cold air rushed against Stevin’s side. He was almost half encased     
in ice, though he could keep his leg and face out of it just enough to 
keep moving. Finally, he sprinted toward Robert as his gloves halted. 
“Bad time to run out of JUICE!” he yelled as he slammed into Robert, 
knocking the wind out of him from the sheer force of Stevin’s iced 
shoulder.  

 Behind them, Wallaby spotted Sadie leaping from the ground as     
a snake and wrapping herself around one of the juggler’s incoming 
bombs. As she did this, the bomb slipped around Sadie’s serpent body 
and was sent back at the juggler. She didn’t have enough time to dodge 
it unscathed. The blast sent her through a glass display.  

 Sadie turned to see Robert on the ground and Stevin on his knees     
with ice all over his side. She could see Wallaby’s motionless body 
seconds away from death. But she couldn’t see Kevin. Sadie looked up 
to see the dirigible rising in the air, Kevin apparently inside of it. But a 
man was crawling up the dirigible like a spider with metal legs.  

 Before Wallaby could make sense of this, the spiked machined     
came at him and stopped abruptly. The spikes chipped away at the ice 
until it shattered, freeing him. Wallaby could see it was Sumner 
controlling the machine still. He silently thanked him as he looked up 
to see Sadie shattering the ice on Stevin’s body as well. Behind her, 
however, Robert was back on his feet. He raised his arm, but Sumner 
sent the spikes at him, forcing him to jump out of the way. He shot the 
machine with ice, but the spikes were moving too quickly. They cut the 
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particles of the blast before they could take shape. The machine 
pushed him further back.  

 “We have to hurry,” Stevin said quietly. He was clearly in a lot of     
pain. “That won’t hold him off for long.”  

 Sadie quietly agreed and flashed into a horse. Though he was in     
pain as well, Stevin helped Wallaby, who was half-dead, onto Sadie’s 
back. Sumner floated by them, still controlling the machine and 
buying them time.  

 By the time Robert could look up from the spiked machine now     
in pieces, they were gone.  
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